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Re-Awaken the dormant DNA codings that give you access to your clairsentient abilities, align your

immune system and activate your connection to the Omniverse. 1 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation,

NEW AGE: Healing Details: I do not remember a time when I was not working spiritually, either healing or

holding sacred space with and for someone. Beginning with the death of my father at age 5, I held the

space of unity for the family home for my mother and younger sister. My early foundation in the world of

spirituality was begun in the Catholic Church and continued as a member of the Holy Order of MANS in

San Francisco, CA. I went on to receive my Doctorate Degree in metaphysical counseling from the

University of Metaphysics in Los Angeles and was ordained as a minister. I enhanced my natural healing

abilities by extensive Reiki training under the tutelage of the Universal Reiki Association as a Traditional

Teacher of the Usui method. It is a perfect fit for my intuitive abilities that compliment the Reiki energetic

healing techniques bringing to my clients a compassionate approach to issue resolution. I was born with

the innate ability to see beyond the physical realm and combine my gifts with these healing modalities to

empower people to improve their own lives and bring them more in tune with their own truth and the

Creative Source. People often ask me what I believe in. My answer is nothing. Believing in something

means that you do not KNOW it and if you do not know it, why are you being it, living it, doing it? So, I do

not believe in anything. What do I know? I know that we are made of energy and that energy has a

consciousness. I know that the total consciousness of all of the energy that exists is so much bigger and

expansive than we can realize that we are overwhelmed by the prospect. I know that many people want

to worship that consciousness and find a place to submit hopes and expectations as well as find

something to obey so they will not have to be responsible for who and what they are. These people call

this consciousness God and they love it, fear it, and do not know that they are one with it. I all ways come

from the center of my own consciousness knowing that this is the place where you and I are one because

all consciousness exists together. So, if I need or want to know something for or about you at your

request, I have only to ask myself what you need or want and then listen. I refer to this as listening to your

soul because it is your soul fabric that holds your needs, your desires, your fears and all of your history.
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Working in the unified field of energy and matter with other beings, helping co-creators to realize that you

are indeed one in consciousness with whatever your idea of Source is and showing you how to allow joy,

peace and freedom into your life is my greatest love and gift. I am in the deepest gratitude, sharing these

blessings, moment to moment, in every day. The Violet Flame is a multidimensional, transformational

vibration emanating from the 7th Ray. It creates a frequency of freedom, purification and redemption.

Through the use of ritual and ceremony, the Violet Flame is called upon to etherialize that which has

completed its service in any realm. It uses the sacred fire through intention, thought and word to

transmute and transform material into a more perfect, etheric form. At present, this manifestation of the

7th Ray is on earth to assist mankind in re-cognizing its manifestation as Source Consciousness. Man is

God in the flesh. Through the Violet Flame, the transmutation of forgiveness is felt and created. By

invocation, an individual may use this fire to call down to himself the power of the Creative Source to

change the energy of any interaction into the pure Source energy of absolution and perfect order. This

attribute creates an invitation to eternal cosmic service as the individual continues on the path of personal

spiritual development. Embodying this 7th ray attribute, I create a unified field of multidimensional energy

enabling an individual working with me to transmute the dross material of the earth plane into the

amethyst of healing. This transformational energy purifies and redeems the soul fabric resurrecting and

perfecting the soul in its travels on earth. As the energy inherent in the individual's etheric field is aligned

with the vibration of forgiveness it etherializes the heavier weight of the earth plane and allows the

welcoming change of cosmic service to become a reality in life. Within this transformational vibration lies

the foundation of Arcturus, the Heavenly Blue Gate, mankind's point of entry and passage to the next

dimension. The Violet Flame creates an ubiquitous frequency shift within the Merkaba of man allowing

entry through this portal carried deep within the fiber of my being.
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